of the powers of darkness. Therefore, if you are not in Christ, be warned, because your whole life on earth including your education, marriage, business, journey, finance, health, etc., can be dominated by the demonic powers of your enemies.

**Sexual manipulations**

There are three major mundane propensities used by mighty powers of darkness to daily manipulate the so-called development or advancement of humanity towards animal standard in every stage and degree of civilization. These are called "natural propensities" and they include sex, fight and food. We shall briefly discuss these three animal propensities, but let me start with the first - Sex. **Sexual force is the highest secret power used in demonic manipulations to dominate and control the thoughts, words and deeds of the people of this world.** In demonic operations, sexual act is like fuel while lust is like fire. Therefore, as constant supply of fuel can never extinguish fire, so no amount of sexual act can extinguish lust. The powers of darkness manipulate every activity of man to revolve around sexual attraction. In The occult kingdoms, people are shackled by sex-life just as criminals are kept in prisons behind bars. Illicit sex is a symbol of ignorance by which one could be kept constantly within the prison of witchcrafts manipulations. Of course there is always a feeling of enjoyment during sexual act, which makes people to run after sexual intercourse. But that so called feelings of enjoyment is one of the greatest tools used to dominate a person and enhance demonic manipulations. This is no joke! Evidently, the people of this world have greatly advanced in the illusion of sexual enjoyment. There has been an occult plan in the realm of spirits (demons) designed to manipulate people and make it possible for men and women, boys and girls, to indulge in sexual act any where and any time, even along the streets, just like cats and dogs - animals. But suffice me to say that any effort made to advance sex-life is advancement towards animal propensities. It is an advancement which does not transcend the same sex life evident among animals. It is written in 1Corinthians 6:18-19 "Flee sexual immorality. Every sin that a man does is outside the body, but he who commits sexual immorality sins against his own body. Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, and you are not your own?" Let me state once more that the manipulations through sexual act is the greatest and the most effective tool used in demonic operations against people. There are millions of Banwar entities (water spirits) that use to combine with the fore of witchcrafts to manipulate and dominate people through sexual act - the power of lust. In the month of July of the year 1986, about 30,000,000 spirits in the water occult realms went into men and they began operations as prostitutes in different nations of this world. These girls, who are demons in disguise, were sent to reinforce those that were before them. However, there are three main categories of prostitutes presently on earth. The first category are the demons going around as pretty girls. Such girls have no earthly parents, for they are directly from the occult realms of the water.

The second category of prostitutes are the human agents of the powers of darkness who are possessed by demons. Some of them wear ring or rings, bangles or talismans, while some use a particular colour of dress, pant, shoe, scarf, their symbol of initiations and covenants with demons. The third category of prostitutes are the ordinary human beings, who are mere spiritual slaves of the powers of darkness. These are girls who are captured by demons or their agents and plunged into prostitution through various manipulations. Such manipulations operate via the following factors: insatiable lust, herd instinct, frustration, the get-rich-quick propensity, libido, greed, unemployement, broken homes, promiscuity, etc. All these are used for the sole aim of defiling and subjecting people to zero point, so that the people of this world could be easily manipulated. It is written in Proverbs 6:25-26, "Do not lust after her beauty in your heart, nor let her allure you with her eyelids. For by means of a harlot a man is reduced to a crust of bread; and an adulteress will prey upon his precious life." Note that the Bible says that "the adulteress will hunt for the precious life." *The semen (sperm) is the symbol of the highest life energy, or precious life, in each and every person. This pure energy is so important in life that it must never be wasted at any time. It was made solely to be used by God as a blessing. Consequently, whenever one is wasting the semen through illicit sex, such as fornication or adultery, as well as through homosexuality, coquetry, lesbianism, masturbation, or otherwise, he also becomes a play ground for demonic manipulations. Even the mere thought of sexual gratification also makes one a slave of the forces of darkness." To this end, our Lord Jesus Christ declared: "You have heard that it was said, Do not commit adultery. But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart." Mathew 5:27-28. Grace be with you all who have Jesus Christ as Master!
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**Introduction**

Our present earth planet is a realm of "psychic attack" and manifestations of the powers of darkness. There are only two classes of people here in this planet. The first class of people are the true fellows of our Lord Jesus Christ, who are living daily in the practical awareness and recognition of the perfection of Christ. This class of human beings are spiritually seen with the "third-eye", with a great light in their foreheads. And in my related higher occult operations I usually found the believers in Christ in any of the following ways: Firstly, as pillars of fire projecting thick smoke that could chain spirits and agents of the forces of darkness. Secondly, as people living inside a field of fire which protects them from any attack and harm. Thirdly, as people living inside an ocean of blood, which is the blood of Jesus Christ. The second class of humanity are the people who are bereft of the life of the Master Jesus. For without Jesus Christ in the centre of your life you are definitely hopeless in this world. Without Christ you are lost in sin. Without Christ you will be lost in eternity. Indeed without the light of Christ the whole world lies in wickedness. Thus the second class of humanity include all those who worship God without Christ, as well as those who believe in gods, cosmic forces, universal mind, first cause, tao, vishnu, sugmad, nirvana, krishna, demigods, etc.; all those who belong to a secret cult, club, fraternity or society; all the skeptics, agnostics, pagans, or those who practice witchcrafts, magic, voodoo, occultism, yoga, astrology, mysticism, etc. Dear brothers and dear friends, we want to share with you this excerpt of the testimony of an occult grand master that will help you to better understand the principle of manipulation of the world by satan and his agents. This man went deep into the satanic world to the point of believing himself to be God. As you will read in this testimony, it is not only unbelievers who are victims of the manipulation of the satanic world, even Children of God are. This will lead us to review our way of life. This story is in six parts. It confirms the teachings on Spiritual Warfare and Discernment that we have already studied. We urge you to read this story, as well as these two teachings, if you have not read them yet. They are very rich.
When these four faculties are working in their normal conditions, therefore, the highest righteousness, peace and joy. These will attract the Holy Spirit to come and protect your body, soul and spirit from the manipulations of demons; for through the constant radiation of the Holy Spirit in your life, the “magnetic field” of your spirit (aura) will be able to expel any attack of the subtle entities demons. Nevertheless, wherever there is a dichotomy of the four fundamental faculties of the mind, the fifth abnormal faculty of the mind comes into existence. This is the “media of destruction” that attracts the demons to come and manipulate a person. It is through this abnormal faculty that one enters into what is called “maya” in the Sanskrit which means “zero point” or “illusion”.

Psychic gates

The zero point is entered through any of the five perversions or propensities of the fifth abnormal faculty of the mind. These propensities include lust, anger, greed, vanity, and attraction to mundane things. When we speak of “zero point”, we are speaking of a state of illusory phantasmagoria in which the life of a person is subjected to the lowest degree of the spiritual scale of being. In this repugnant state, an individual can be controlled, managed, dominated, or manipulated by the forces of darkness even without their own knowledge. In other words, no one on earth can be manipulated by demons except through the fifth abnormal faculty of the mind. In the occultic or witchcrafts manipulations of principalities and powers of darkness against people, via the afore-mentioned propensities, the power of lust constitutes 50%, anger 20%, while greed, vanity and attraction to mundane things are interwoven and each constitutes 10%. Also, all the thoughts, words and deeds proclaimed to be the will of god, sin and therefore things known and unknown evil things from the forces of darkness, evil things are not in Christ. It means that until then, no single moment on earth will be free from the manipulations and operations of principalities and powers of darkness. “...Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and the sea.” Rev. 12:1.

The main battle field

The earth planet is a region of spiritual battle. The sinners who have strange gods and who serve the demons, have war in their gates, because they war against their Creator. The unbelievers are in warfare against principalities and powers of darkness. Satan and his fallen spirits are fighting against the faithful and the faithless. To this end, life on earth is full of battle in all aspects. In every physical war there must be a war front or battle field. Many people are aware that there is a spiritual war in this life, but some are not aware of the major area declared by the enemy to be the main battle field. Your period of sleep or the sleep state is the war front of the manipulations of psychic attack against you, because this is the time the forces of darkness intensify their battle against you. Apart from the state known as zero point, all the known and unknown evil things from the forces of darkness, when projected against a person, can only succeed him in a sleep state. That is why any follower of Christ wishing to always overcome every demonic attack must strive to also overcome much sleep. It was not in vain that Jesus admonished: “Watch and pray, lest you enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak.” Mat 26:41.

Axial poisons

Some time ago there was an incident of a higher occult manipulation in Lagos, Nigeria, involving a man and his wife. This man married and lived with his wife for twenty-five years, and they had six children. One early morning, the man woke up, looked at his wife, and he was greatly bamboozled when he saw her. He began to ask his wife: “Woman who are you? Who brought you to this house? What are you doing here?”

The woman thought that her husband was joking. “It’s you, silly!” she asked, hoping to get a mild reply from her good husband. Unfortunately for her, the man became highly exasperated and ordered the woman and the children to move out of the matrimonial home immediately. He vowed to avenge her marriage via the charms totally expired, whilst the eyes of the man opened. The man’s will-power cannot resist this, because through lust the man had sold his soul to the devil. For twenty-five years, everything that man did was performed under the force of occult manipulations. The true self of the man was locked up inside a witchcraft bag. As such there was no awareness, strength, or ability for him to resist or react against the forces that blinded his eyes. This is the true example of the repugnant condition of anyone in sin. It was not in vain that Jesus Christ came. He came “that He might destroy the works of the devil.” And until the works of the devil (sin) are completely destroyed in your life, I tell you the truth, you cannot escape the manipulations of demonic powers against your life. I used to prepare some subtle charms for women to fix or rob in their private parts. With this charm, a woman could seduce a man of her choice into sexual intercourse. When this is done, the man is gone! From that moment the thought of the woman will dominate the mind of the man. The man’s will-power cannot resist this, because through lust the man had sold himself over to the charms of the woman. By the power of the charms the man’s mind will be focused to marry the woman. When they are married at last, such charms can be revived by two things, which include the food prepared by the woman and the sexual intercourse with her. Consequently, for as long as the woman lives, the man will be bound to her, and he will have to come to see the woman in his house claiming to be her husband. He might destroy the works of the devil”.

The forces of manipulations
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